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Building A Modern Data Center
Records made public by the owners of a long-abandoned production facility reveal the daunting task for its new operators, as they begin converting it into a sustainable information powerhouse.
A Water-cooled Data Center Where an Abandoned Paper Mill Stood
Recruiting enough staff to keep pace with the growth of the data center industry will be a major challenge in coming years. The seven experts on our DCF Data Center Executive Roundtable weigh in on ...
Roundtable: Meeting The Data Center Staffing Challenge
With more and more emphasis on sustainability, how can data centers leave a greener footprint? Worldwide, d ata centers consume an estimated 200 terawatt hours per year. This represents both a ...
Data center sustainability: It s more than just power
There s a sensible-sounding argument that dynamic power demands on data centers

compute racks, require dynamic cooling systems. But cooling has been, and perhaps always will be, a factor of space.

Power Panel: The Era of Space-Based Data Center Capacity Planning is Over
June 2, 2021 /PRNewswire/ -- Bechtel and Nautilus Data Technologies are partnering to build data centers ... high-performance data center infrastructure and bring modern digital services to ...
Bechtel and Nautilus partner to build sustainable, high-performance data centers
ClusterPower, a Romanian cloud services firm, is to build a new data center near Craiova, in the southwest of the country. The company said it would be

the largest data center in Romania and one of ...

New startup plans 200MW data center in west Romania
During a June webinar hosted by Becker's Hospital Review and sponsored by IBM Watson Health, two health and technology experts from IBM Watson Health shared best practices for building a ...
4 best practices for building an AI-enabled imaging ecosystem
After years of stability, rack densities are rising. The answer, says Eric Jensen of Data Aire, is a combination of load matching via software and the right infrastructure.
Executive Insights: Eric Jensen from Data Aire
Rambus Inc. (NASDAQ: RMBS), a provider of industry-leading chips and silicon IP making data faster and safer, today announced the CXL ...
Rambus Advances New Era of Data Center Architecture with CXL™ Memory Interconnect Initiative
The summit s namesake, Big Data, refers to processes that help interpret the large volumes of information gathered and stored in the modern day IT environment.
AFIMSC accelerates change across the enterprise with Big Data
Riverbed (News - Alert) today announced that CRN, a brand of The Channel Company, has named Riverbed to its 2021 Software-Defined Data Center 50 list. This annual list acknowledge ...
Riverbed Recognized on the CRN® 2021 Software-Defined Data Center 50 List
The AI and Digital age has accelerated the rate of innovation so quickly that some organizations simply can

t keep up. In fact, Senior Leaders and Chief Executives around the world are

extremely ...

AI Centers Of Excellence Accelerate AI Industry Adoption
The package goes inside everything Angular, including 10 courses covering more than 64 hours worth of instruction material. Armed with this knowledge, developers will learn new tr ...
If you don t know how to build with Angular, this training can make it second nature
Mapping services built for the developed world fail in fast-growing regions. The solution could be an AI-based routing system fed by real-time vehicle data.
Using machine learning to build maps that give smarter driving advice
Rackspace Technology® (NASDAQ: RXT), a leading end-to-end, multicloud technology solutions company, announced today enhanced full-lifecycle Cloud Native Development (CND) Professional Services ...
Rackspace Technology Announces Enhanced Full-lifecycle Cloud Native Development Capabilities to Help Customers Build Modern Applications
A new office building with a modern and dramatic look designed to appeal to big tech tenants has been completed next to San Jose s Santana Row.
Modern office building next to San Jose s Santana Row is completed, ready for tenants
Rackspace Technology® (NASDAQ: RXT), a leading end-to-end, multicloud technology solutions company, announced today the launch of Rackspace DataOps ‒ expanding its new Rackspace Elastic Engineering ...
Rackspace Technology Activates Data for Modern Enterprises with its Announcement of Rackspace DataOps
Veeam ® Software, the leader in backup solutions that deliver Modern Data Protection, today announced it has won the Hewlett-Packard (News - Alert) Enterprise (HPE) Ezmeral Software Momentum ...
Veeam and Hewlett Packard Enterprise Expand Partnership, as Customers Embrace XaaS and Kubernetes Data Protection
Plus, a community college in Long Beach, Calif., lands $30 million from the billionaire MacKenzie Scott, and he former in-laws, Jacklyn and Miguel Bezos, gave $12 million to a private school for ...
Liberty Media Chairman John Malone Gives $25 Million to Medical Center
Microsoft enlists Portal and Left 4 Dead co-creator to build cloud-native games. Since 2013, Microsoft has touted the "power of the cloud" to deliver the next wave of gameplay innovation to Xbox and ...
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